Sunset Cinema

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS

1. Styled, as hair
4. Peck’s “Moby Dick” character
8. With 112-Across, party often accompanied by popcorn...or a key to what’s missing in the starred films
13. 1985 Peter Bogdanovich drama
17. Apple program that shows 3 gray dots when someone is composing a text
19. “I’ll pay for this one”
20. Not pro
21. *1955 Charles Laughton thriller
23. Pesky bug
24. Character played by Guy Williams or Antonio Banderas
25. Years, to 24-Across
26. Busily decorated
28. Mess up
30. Writing mess-ups
34. Gut reaction?
35. Horror film of 2006 or 1976, with “the”
38. “The Nazarene” author Sholem
41. *1986 Edward Zwick dramedy
47. Country star Travis
48. “Dies ___”
49. *2004 Peter Berg sports drama that spawned a TV series
53. Julia’s “Seinfeld” character
55. Biases
56. Bygone Russian despot
57. “Entourage” agent
58. Datum on some IRS forms
59. *1934 Frank Capra comedy
64. “Livin’ Thing” band, informally
67. Howard who narrates “Arrested Development”
68. 1, for H: Abbrev.
69. WWII threat
73. Greek island of Sappho
75. *1998 John Fortenberry comedy based on an SNL sketch
78. Doily material
79. 1985 Joel Schumacher film
81. Shook hands with, perhaps
82. Fix, as a sports game
83. *1964 Richard Lester comedy featuring the Beatles
85. Title island in a popular computer game
86. Food safety org.
87. Genetic letters
88. “Fiddle-faddle!”
90. Special ___
92. Financial institution whose ads feature Regis Philbin and Kelly Ripa
95. Joke response, informally
98. Spinner on a copter
102. Steed with speckles
103. *1967 Norman Jewison mystery based on a John Ball novel
108. Composer Satie
109. Wallflower
110. Rapper whose album “I Am Not a Human Being” was released while he was in jail
111. Actress Mara of “House of Cards”
112. See 8-Across
113. Character trajectories
114. “OMG that’s SOO funny!”

DOWN

1. Scatterbrained one
2. “If you ask me...,” online
3. Does and bucks
4. In regards to
5. Bowler, for one
6. Turkish title
7. Existed
8. Timid
9. Totally beat, in slang
10. Doc for a dog
11. “___ Mine” (Beatles tune)
12. Architect Saarinen
13. 1999 Paul Thomas Anderson movie that ends with a biblical plague
15. ERA or RBI
16. Flier in wind
18. Philosopher Kierkegaard
22. “The Empire Strikes Back” opening planet
27. Go bad
29. Rated R, perhaps
31. Role
32. Kimono sashes
33. Drunkard
35. Kills à la Corleone
36. “Mean Girls” director Waters
37. Falco of “Nurse Jackie”
39. Mehmed II, for one
40. Like some chips or days
42. Unborn, after “in”
43. Without, to Jean-Pierre
44. Typical “Twilight” fan
47. Menaces
50. Breathalyzer test target, briefly
51. Eroy Jetson’s dog
52. Banana Republic competitor
54. Operating system option
57. Can’t get enough of
59. Breathalyzer test target, briefly
60. Washed (down)
61. High degree
62. Key player in the 2007-08 financial crisis
63. Recede
64. “___ Enchanted” (2004 film)
65. Biblical mother of Dinah
66. Film with the Academy in mind
70. “Yours, Mine and ___”
71. Hot and dry
72. “Rack City” rapper
74. Key player in the 2007-08 financial crisis
75. Sedaris and Ryan
76. Comedian Daniel
77. Director Preminger
80. Thighs, when seated
84. Pundit Savage
85. “Kissez!”
86. Uncle Sam’s domain
89. “___ the media!”
91. Opposites of sterns
92. Journey
93. Partner of Boots, on TV
94. Firing locale
96. 2010 Broadway musical about an African multiinstrumentalist
97. Even
99. “GTG! C u soon!”
100. “This can’t be good”
101. Projectionist’s unit
104. “There’s ___ in team!”
105. “Star Trek” sequel, briefly
106. Snicker syllable
107. “No Scrubs” band

For answers go to http://dga.org/Craft/DGAQ/All-Articles/1303-Summer-2013/Crossword-Puzzle-Sunset-Cinema.aspx